is a multifunction (or function, as the case may be) such that F -1 (£) £ £f for all E e #, then (i) Fis (j/, Û)-, («*•,#>, or (,i/,^)-measurable if and only if y is a cr-algebra and S is the family of open, closed, or Borel subsets of F (the last family being the smallest cr-algebra containing all the open subsets of F), respectively.
(ii) F is (3?, ^)-measurable if and only if S^ is a cr-ring and $ is the family of compact subsets of F Obviously, many other definitions of measurability can be added to the above, but the above four are very common, and, in any case, are the only ones which concern us in this paper. We remark that the three definitions of measurability in (i) are equivalent to one another when applied to functions. Proof. Let the family of compact sets described in the hypotheses above be { Y a \ a < w}, where co is an ordinal less than or equal to 12. For each a < w, define
For multifunctions, it is easy to verify that (s/, 33)-measurability implies both (&/, ©)-and (&/
Clearly, the Xds are pairwise disjoint, and their union is X. Assign to each X a the (7-ring Sf a obtained by restricting £/* to X a . Each S^a is, in fact, a (j-algebra on X a (i.e., X a £ S^a), since X a is the intersection of the countable family {F~l{Y a ) -F~l(Y^)\ $ < a}, and each of the sets F-^Yp), 0 ^ «, is a member of Sf. Furthermore, since X a £ 5f, we have that 5^* C Sf for all a.
Note that, by the definition of X aj we have that F(x) Pi Y a ^ 0 for all a < co, x Ç X a . Thus, for all a < co, define a point-closed multifunction iv X a -> Y a by
Then each F a is Ç$/,<^)-measurable, since F<r l (C) = X a Pi F -1 (C) for each closed (and therefore compact) subset C of F a , and since each F~l(C), with C compact, is in $f by hypothesis. Y a is of course complete with any compatible metric. Thus, by Theorem 1, F a has an (stf,
Clearly, / is a selector for T 
It follows that tKC) = \j\SrKcr\ Y")\(i£ a ).
Moreover, each fp is Çs/, J^~)-measurable; therefore, A-HCHF^^Cy for all £ < co.
Hence, / _1 (0 is the union of a countable subfamily of 5^.
Assuming the continuum hypothesis, the next theorem follows as a corollary to Theorem 2. Proof. By the argument in (8, proof of Theorem 4), there is an ordinal co less than or equal to the first uncountable ordinal such that the family of all compact subsets of Y can be indexed by {a| a < co}.
In the next theorem, recall that a Lusin space is a separable metrizable space which is the image of a complete separable metric space under a continuous one-to-one function. 
f(x) = 4>(f*(x)) e <l>(F*(x)) = tot/r^Fix)) = F(x) if x 6 X.

To prove that / is (p/, 38)-measurable, it is sufficient to prove that it is (p/, Û)-measurable. Thus, suppose that 0 is open in F. Then <I>~1(0)
is open by the continuity of </ >, and f~l(0) =/*~1(0~1(O)) G y by the (j/, ^)-measurability of /*. THEOREM 
Le£ X be a set with a-algebra y, Y a separable metric space, and F: X -> F a point-complete (p/,&")-measurable multifunction. Then F has an (se\^)-measurable selector.
Remark. This theorem generalizes Theorem 2 of Castaing (2). In his result, X is a compact space with y the corresponding family of Borel sets, and F is assumed to be point-compact rather than point-complete. The remaining two theorems of this section give some criteria for deducing new selection theorems from known ones. Proof. Let h and k be as above. Then F = k~x oh: X -» F is a point-closed multifunction since each {h{x)\ is closed, k is continuous, and h{X) C k{Y). Moreover, F is {3?, c é')-measurable. For, let C be a compact subset of F. Then k{C) is compact, and consequently F~l{C) = h~1{k{C)) £ y. Thus,
